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UNIT-

l. a)

lf X is a Poisson variate with parameter

n[xsr]=;+=r-l^(k+1)

I

(1x1ta12l

l. showthat

where rr

ft.r=#ie-6EkdE

is an

incomplete gamma function.

b) Define

a power series distribution. Obtain the logarithmic series distribution
from the powerseries distribution and hence obtain its expectation.

ll. a) Define the negative binomial distribution.

show that it can be obtained by
compounding the poisson distribution with the Gamma distribution.
conditions clearly under which a binomial variate tends to a Poisson variate,
provethe same

UN|TIo"F

lll. a) LetXhavedensiry t(x)=lF
IO

il

x >ct' o >0'

(1x1b121
B

>0

otherwise

show that Exn exists ir and onry if n < p . lf p > 2, find the mean and variance
of the distribution.
b). Define a truncated distribution. Give the zero truncated binomial distribution.
'Compute
its mean andvariance.
p.T.o.
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lV. a) lf Xr, Xr,

t

...X,, are independent normal random vadables

"nO
then showthat

t,

=

a,b, V(X) =

O

1

fi=1a1X, and Le = to,r,
are independent, here a,,
l=t

b,

are

lixed non zero real numbers.

b) Define a compound distribution. show that the pareto type ll distribution

is
obtained bycompoundingthe exponentialdistribution wiltrgamma distribution.

UNIT-

v. a)

lll

(1x1?2121

Prove or disprove cauchy and Logistic distributions are members ol pearson

system ol distributions.

b) Deline the Bun family of distributions. check whether the Beta distribution
and logistic distribution are members of the Bun family.

Vl. a) The probability density function f(x) of a random variable X defined over

*9,

(-1 , 1 ) satisties the ditferentiat equation
= *(, - *, )-, f(x) . Outain tfre
density function in an explicit form and idditify it with one of pearsonian
types.

b) Let X and Y be independent

G (cr,,

p) and

C (crr, p)

respectively. Then show

that the conditional distribution (XlX+y) is a Beta (or, oe)

UNIT*

vll. a)

.

lV

(1x12=12)

ll X is a p-variate normal vector with expectation zero and dispersion matrix
lrderivethe condition forthe quadratic form xlAx of rank rtobe distributed

as

?(2 .

b) Derive the non-central 12 distribution. Explici{y state iis non-centrality
parameter.

Vlll. lf (X1, X?, ...Xn) is a random sample from the distribution N (0, 1) and il

nk

=

Tr? T

O, where Q1 is a non-negarive quadratic
form in X1,

Xr, ...Xn whose

malrix has rank n,, then prove that a necessary and sufiicient condition for ei to
k

be independently distributed as
12(n,) i = 1, .... k is

that

tni
1

= n.

lmffi[flmil[
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UNIT-V

(1x12=12)

lX. a) Derive the distribution lunction of range of a random sample of size n trom a
continuous distribution. From thal deduce the median of sample range of a
sample drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval (0, 1).

b) lf

X1ty, X1e1, ... Xlny are

variabtes Xr,

the set of order statistics of independent random

X, ... xn wirh common pdf f(x)=F-'P

j[[,r"

"no

Z, = n
\t1, 4 = (n -1 ) (X,r, - X, \), = {n * 2) (X131 - X121) ... 4, = fi1n; - X1,.r
then show that 21,22,...2^and X.,, Xe, ...Xn are identically distributed.

\

/

X. a) Let Xr,Xe,....Xn be independent and identically distributed with

F(y)=lY" ocY<1'cr'>o
[

0

Show that

otherwise

2, ...n -1 and X(n) are independent.
b) Let X and Y be independent and identically distributed rvs. Then prove that
X * Y is a symmetric random variable.
X1i1/)((n1, i =1 ,

